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Lesson 1 : Part 1

Students will then complete the guided drawing practice lesson 
using the step by step visual directions to draw their own dragonfly.

Students will learn about dragonflies by reading through this 
slideshow with a parent.

This activity should take approx. 30 minutes (slideshow and practice 
drawing).



Dragonflies are really cool and colorful!

Have you ever seen a dragonfly when playing outside?



Dragonflies are insects. They have 6 legs.              
They also have an abdomen, thorax, and head.



There are 5,000 
different types of 

dragonflies!



Dragonflies have been 
been flying around for            

3 million years!



They are not very 
good at walking 

but they are 
GREAT at flying!

They are the fastest 
flying insects and 
can fly up to 30 
miles per hour.



Fun Fact

Dragonflies can fly 
backwards!



Dragonflies start their 
lives in water. This is 
one reason you may 
see dragonflies near 
and around rivers, 
ponds, streams, 

lakes, and swamps.

Once dragonflies are adults, they live only one month.



Dragonflies 
are strange 

looking but will 
not hurt you.



Look at the 
TEXTURE of 
their wings.



Let’s get a closer 
look at them up 

close!

They even have 
delicate tiny hairs 
on their face and 

legs.





A group of 
dragonflies is 

called a swarm.



In some 
cultures, if a 

dragonfly lands 
on your head it 
is considered 

good luck!



Practice Guided Drawing

Students will need a piece of copy paper, a pencil and an eraser for 
today’s activity. 

Tip for success: 
● Remind students to sketch - try to draw lightly so they can erase if 

they make a mistake or feel they need to change something.

The goal of this lesson is to allow students to practice using shapes 
and lines to draw an intended image while developing their fine motor 
skills and hand-eye coordination.



Start by drawing 2 short diagonal lines parallel to each other like shown.



Add to more lines to make a square.



Add a curved line to make the head.



Add to small curved lines to create the eyes of the dragonfly.



Add a longer curved line to finish the thorax. 



Draw 2 long straight lines side by side (parallel).



Add small curved lines to finish drawing the segmented abdomen.



Draw a large looped line to make the first wing.



Draw another large looped line to make the second wing.



Draw to more looped lines on the opposite side to make the other wings.



Add a background to your picture by adding a sun and grass.



Add a few puffy clouds.



Add a few lines to the wings to add texture.



STOP

You have completed Lesson 1: Part 1

Begin Lesson 1 : Part 2 of this art assignment on the next slide.



Lesson 1: Part 2

Drawing & Tracing Your Dragonfly



Many artists study the things they learn to draw and paint. 
This helps them to make their pictures look more realistic. 

Tell me what you remember about dragonflies!

Lesson 1 : Part 2



Lesson 1 : Part 2

● Students will begin their dragonfly masterpiece on a new piece 
of paper - heavyweight paper if painting, copy paper if coloring 
with crayons or colored pencils.

★ This is a crayon resist painting technique assignment. If you do 
not have a heavy weight drawing paper or watercolor paper then 
your child can choose to use crayons or colored pencils to 
complete this assignment on copy paper.

● This activity should take approx. 30 minutes (Telling you about 
dragonflies, drawing and tracing their dragonfly)



You will need a pencil, eraser, & a black sharpie to draw & trace your dragonfly.



Start by drawing 2 short diagonal lines parallel to each other like shown.



Add to more lines to make a square.



Add a curved line to mach the head.



Add to small curved lines to create the eyes of the dragonfly.



Add a longer curved line to finish the thorax. 



Draw 2 long straight lines side by side (parallel).



Add small curved lines to finish drawing the segmented abdomen.



Draw a large looped line to make the first wing.



Draw another large looped line to make the second wing.



Draw to more looped lines on the opposite side to make the other wings.



Add a background to your picture by adding a sun and grass.



Add a few puffy clouds.



Add a few lines to the wings to add texture.



Now trace over ALL pencil lines with a black sharpie.                                                
The black sharpie helps your pictures stand out and be noticed!

(Place an extra piece of paper under your picture to prevent the sharpie from bleeding through onto the table).



STOP

You have completed Lesson 1 : Part 2

Begin Lesson 1 : Part 3 of this art assignment on the next slide.



Lesson 1 : Part 3

Adding Color to Your Dragonfly



Lesson 1 : Part 3

Today you will be adding color to your dragonfly picture. 

Depending on the supplies you have at home, choose if you will be coloring 
your image with only crayons, only colored pencils, or doing the crayon resist 
method using crayons and blue watercolor paint.

This portion of the project can take anywhere between 20 to 45 
minutes depending on the student.



Time to Add Color!

When coloring you need to press hard to cover up the white paper.

Do not scribble. Do not color lightly. Press Hard!

Scribble HardLight



Crayon Resist

We are making a crayon resist painting. Crayon is made of wax. 
Watercolor paint is made with water. Wax and water will bump off 
of each other meaning they resist each other. As long as you press 
hard on your crayons and color neatly inside the lines then the blue 
watercolor paint will resist sticking to the crayon. This leaves your 
crayon colors vibrant and easily seen.

Scribble HardLight



Coloring with Crayons or Colored Pencils

If you do not have watercolor paints you will simply color your dragonfly 
picture using crayons or colored pencils.

Scribble HardLight

Make sure to try your best to color NEATLY, EVENLY, and stay inside 
the lines! Doing your best and working slowly to give your picture the 
“WOW” factor is called CRAFTSMANSHIP.



Start by coloring your 
dragonfly with bright colors.

Avoid using blue since we will 
paint or color our sky blue. We 
want our dragonfly to stand 
out!

You can use greens, 
yellows, oranges, reds, 
purples, and pinks,

Remember, press hard and color evenly staying inside the lines.
You can also layer your colors, placing one color on top of another color.



Continue coloring. Color inside the lines. Think like an artist!



Color the sun and the grass. Color the clouds white. 
Press hard and color the whole cloud! This part is important!



The cloud that was completely colored white stays white when it 
was painted over with blue paint. This is called crayon resist. 

Watercolor paint bounces off (resists) the crayon and only sticks to 
the where the paper shows. Make sure to really color your clouds!



You can use liquid watercolor paint or watercolor paints in a tray. 

Time to Paint!



Paint the whole picture blue. You can paint over the crayon if you 
pressed hard on your crayons!

If you rub the paper too much it will rip. Paint gently.



When you are done painting, place your picture on the drying rack. 
Then put your paint and paint brush away and wash your table area. 
To make the picture flat, after drying it, lay it flat under a heavy book 

overnight.



If you used crayons or colored pencils to color your dragonfly 
masterpiece, make sure to color your entire piece of paper, 

edge to edge. 



THINK!

What do you like BEST about your artwork? Why?

What would you do differently if you could do the project 
again?  Why?



When your are done with your dragonfly masterpiece, have your parent 
take a picture of it with their phone and email it to Mrs. Davis. Please 
make sure to save the picture with the first and last name of your 
student to get credit for completing your art assignment!

DONE!

If unable to email a phone, simple place inside a folder labeled with 
your the student’s name and they can turn in the art assignment when 
they return to school.



Look at the dragonfly pictures on the following slides. Pick one and try 
to draw it. When you are done trace your lines with a sharpie and color 
it. I can’t wait to see your series of dragonfly masterpieces!

Extended Learning

Sometimes artists draw a series of images. That means they may draw 
the same object over and over again but in a different way. Try drawing 
a series of dragonflies!











Dragonfly Crayon Resist Art Project Standards

Creating:
Anchor Standard #2 - Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. 

VA:Cr2.K.1  Through experimentation, build skills in various media and approaches to art-making. 
Anchor Standard #3 - Refine and complete artistic work. 

VA:Cr3.K.1 Explain the process of making art while creating. 

DBAE:

Art Criticism: 1.5 evaluate/share own artwork.

Art Production:   4.1     demonstrate elements of art: line, shape, color, texture, value, form, space.

4.4      draw; using varied media, techniques, and processes.

4.5     paint; using varied media, techniques, and processes.


